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Abstract— In dense small cell networks, dynamic time-division
duplex (D-TDD) technology has emerged as a promising solution
to accommodate the fast variants of volatile traffic conditions
because it allows each cell to dynamically configure the uplink
and downlink transmission directions. However, the flexibility
of traffic configuration introduces additional inter-cell inter-
ference, which largely deteriorates network throughput. This
paper proposes an interference coordination technology for
D-TDD small cell networks by integrating fractional frequency
reuse (FFR) with cell clustering. To evaluate the system per-
formance, we develop a theoretical framework to analytically
characterize the mean packet throughput (MPT) performance by
considering the impact of spatio-temporal traffic. The analytical
model can be extended to further study the FFR-based D-TDD,
clustered D-TDD, and traditional D-TDD networks. We verify
the accuracy of our analysis through simulations and whereby
explore the effect of different network parameters. Numerical
results demonstrate that the proposed scheme outperforms clus-
tered D-TDD and traditional D-TDD for both the downlink and
uplink spatially averaged MPT, and can significantly improve the
performance in uplink while slightly decreasing that in downlink
compared with FFR-based D-TDD. Furthermore, by jointly
optimizing network parameters, the spatially averaged MPT can
be maximized while enduring MPT per user.
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I. INTRODUCTION

TO MEET the ever increasing traffic demand, densely
deploying small cell network with small access

points (SAPs) is recognized as one of the most promising solu-
tions [1], which can improve network capacity significantly.
In the literature, many works have conducted in-depth studies
on small cell networks, including interference management
and suppression [2], [3], resource allocation [4], [5], and
backhaul technology [6], [7]. Along with the dense deploy-
ment of SAPs, the traffic conditions among different cells
are becoming more and more asynchronous and volatile. To
this end, dynamic time-division duplex (D-TDD) has emerged
as an intriguing solution. Different from the traditional static
time-division duplex (S-TDD), which requires all the cells to
configure in the uplink (UL) or downlink (DL) simultaneously,
D-TDD allows each cell to individually adjust its UL and
DL transmission in accordance to its own load [8]. It is
more flexible in supporting asymmetric and fluctuating traffic
requirements and making full use of time and frequency
resources. However, the asynchronous UL/DL transmissions
also give rise to additional inter-cell interference, which par-
ticularly degrades the performance of edge users [9]. Due to
the asynchronous transmissions from different cells, commu-
nications of edge users often encounter severe deterioration,
especially when they are in UL transmissions. On the one
hand, signals received from edge users are generally weak
due to the large path loss. On the other hand, transmissions of
these users are subject to strong interference from transmitters
in the adjacent cells. In this regard, it is highly possible that the
transmissions fail due to the low signal-to-interference ratio
(SIR). Therefore, advanced interference coordination tech-
niques are of necessity to improve the performance of UL edge
users.

In the literature, there are a number of papers studying
interference coordination technology from different perspec-
tives including frequency domain [10]–[12], time domain
[13], [14], power domain [15], [16], and space domain
[17], [18]. Although working well in their respective field,
performance improvements of these schemes focusing on a
single domain are limited by the scarce resources [2]. As the
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network densifies, the interference problem becomes severe
and it is inefficient to alleviate interference from only one
domain. Several studies attempt to address the interference
problem from a multiple-domain perspective, e.g., joint spatial
beam-forming and power control [19], as well as integrating
spatial cell cooperation and temporal time division multiple
access (TDMA) [20]. However, these schemes do not pay
much attention to cell-edge users, who may suffer from
higher interference or experience larger signal fading. As
such, to further improve the system performance, we propose
to combine the frequency and space domains, i.e., fusing
fractional frequency reuse (FFR) and cell clustering under
D-TDD small cell networks. FFR can reduce the interference
received by edge users through sub-band allocation [10],
while cell clustering can reduce the interference by inter-cell
cooperation [17]. Since both techniques take effect in their
respective field, we explore the potential performance gain
brought by the dual-domain coordination. The basic idea is
that FFR is used first to reuse frequency among cell-edge
users, then several cells are grouped into a cluster within
which the transmission directions of cells are aligned. By
doing this, the small cell network is expected to obtain
larger successful transmission probability (STP) and network
throughput. Further, spatio-temporal traffic is one of the most
important aspects of network characteristics [21]. However,
to the best of our knowledge, no comprehensive theory is
available at this stage for FFR-based clustered D-TDD small
cell networks.

In this paper, we jointly apply FFR and cell clustering to
D-TDD small cell networks, aiming to reduce the inter-cell
interference so as to improve the network throughput. Specif-
ically, cell-interior users of all cells are assigned interior sub-
bands, while cell-edge users of different cells are assigned
the rest of sub-bands with a frequency reuse factor. Then,
several adjacent cells are grouped into a cluster and switch
transmission direction between UL and DL simultaneously.
To understand the performance of the proposed interference
coordination approach, we derive analytical expressions of
the spatially averaged mean packet throughput (MPT) and
each user’s MPT. In the analysis, the spatial randomness of
network deployment is captured by modeling the locations
of SAPs and users as independent Poisson point processes
(PPPs), and the temporal randomness of traffic attribute is
characterized by the random arrival and dynamic serving
process of packets. The analytical results can be used to
investigate the impact of different network parameters and
further evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. We
further study how to maximize the spatially averaged MPT
while guaranteeing the MPT of users at different locations
by jointly optimizing the cluster size, SIR threshold of user
classification, and sub-band allocation. The contributions of
this paper are three-fold:

• From a dual-domain coordination perspective, we
propose a new interference coordination technique com-
bining both FFR and clustering for small cell D-TDD
networks. By managing spectrum resources and coordi-
nating cell transmission directions, the scheme enables
more efficient interference management in the networks.

• Based on stochastic geometry and queueing theory,
we characterize the benefit of the proposed technique by
analyzing the spatially averaged DL/UL MPT and each
user’s MPT. Both the spatial randomness and tempo-
ral randomness of the networks are taken into account
in the proposed analytical model. By adjusting some
network parameters, our model can be extended to the
analysis of other D-TDD network architectures such as
the FFR-based D-TDD, clustered D-TDD, and traditional
D-TDD networks.

• The accuracy of our analysis is verified by simulations.
Several insights are obtained about the effects of differ-
ent network parameters on the throughput performance.
Numerical results validate that one can appropriately set
the network parameters so that the spatially averaged
MPT is maximized while the throughput of each user
is guaranteed.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, the related works are reviewed. In Section III,
we describe the system model. In Section IV, we derive
DL/UL STP and MPT under FFR-based clustered D-TDD.
In Section V, we extend our analytical model and study
the DL and UL MPT maximization problem. The simulation
and numerical results are given in Section VI, followed by
concluding remarks given in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

In the literature, a variety of interference coordination
techniques have been proposed. In the frequency domain,
the authors of [11] propose that the multi-subcarrier nature
of orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)
can be targeted to deal with the interference between macro
cells and small cells. The problem of distributed channel
selection for interference mitigation is studied in [12]. In the
time domain, almost blank subframe are applied to avoid the
interference in long-term evolution-licensed-assisted access
and Wi-Fi coexisting networks [14]. In the power domain,
a reinforcement learning-based power control scheme can be
instrumental in suppressing interference for ultra-dense small
cells [22]. In the space domain, a network-side self-organized
coalition policy is proposed in [18], which reduces intra-tier
interference by grouping SAPs as coalitions and cooperatively
scheduling their transmissions.

Among all the interference mitigation schemes, FFR and
cell clustering have been shown to be attractive due to
significant throughput improvement. Researches on FFR are
mainly based on macro cell networks with high power access
points (APs) and large coverage [23]–[25]. Fractional pilot
reuse is applied to massive MIMO networks [26], distinguish-
ing the edge and interior of cells by distance. The authors
of [10] develop a general model to study the effect of FFR
on D-TDD small cell networks. It has shown that FFR can
improve mean packet throughput of edge users significantly
while slightly degrading that of interior users. Cell clustering is
proposed to reduce interference and improve UL user’s perfor-
mance. By grouping cells into clusters, the clustered D-TDD
can provide flexible service and significant improvement in
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF NOTATION

terms of UL MPT at a small cost of DL MPT [17]. In [27],
the authors investigate the resource allocation problem in a
two-tier heterogenous network with massive MIMO in which
small cells are grouped into multiple small cell clusters to
reduce interference.

Closely related to our work, the authors of [28] propose
an interference alignment scheme to improve the performance
of D2D communications underlaying MIMO UL in multi-cell
networks, where a cell division pattern based on conventional
FFR to create user clusters is used to eliminate interference.
Proposed in [29] is an inter-cell DL OFDMA scheduling
technique in a tri-sectored FFR cellular network. Adjacent
sectors from neighboring cells form a cluster and each
OFDMA resource block is allocated to the rate-maximizing
sector. However, these works are mainly based on the perfect
geometric model of hexagonal cells. In other words, all cells
are considered to be regular hexagons, thus does not provide
a good description of the non-uniform layout of generational
cellular networks due to topographic, demographic, or eco-
nomic reasons [30]. Further, these studies are mostly based on
saturated scenarios and do not consider the effect of dynamic
traffic on the time scale.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we introduce the network topology,
FFR-based cell clustering scheme, scheduling policy, and
traffic model. The main notations in this paper are summarized
in Table I.

A. Network Structure

We consider a D-TDD small cell network, which consists of
randomly deployed SAPs and users. Specifically, the locations
of SAPs and users are modeled as independent homogeneous
PPPs with spatial densities λs and λu, respectively.1 In this
network, each user associates with its nearest SAP [32]. As
such, if we denote the distance between the typical user

1In this paper we consider that the locations of users and SAPs remain static
after being deployed. This work can also be extended to account for the high
mobility model studied in [31].

Fig. 1. Small cell networks operating under FFR-based clustered D-TDD.
Each circle and each regular hexagon represent an SAP and a cluster, respec-
tively. SAPs falling in the same cluster configure in the same transmission
direction. Areas in different colors are assigned different sub-bands.

and its corresponding SAP as r, then the probability density
function (PDF) of r is fr(r) = 2πλsr exp(−πλsr

2) [33].
Besides, we limit the maximum number of associated users of
each SAP to be K due to the capacity constraint. We assume
that the transmit power of SAPs and users are fixed as Ps and
Pu, respectively. The channel is subjected to large-scale path
loss with exponent α as well as small-scale Rayleigh fading
with unit mean, which is assumed to be independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) between any pair of nodes [21].

B. Fractional Frequency Reuse and Cell Clustering

We apply FFR to clustered D-TDD small cell, as depicted
in Fig. 1. In the spatial domain, several geographically adjacent
cells form a cluster in which all the SAPs have the same
transmission direction. In the frequency domain, each cell
allocates interior and edge sub-bands to its interior and edge
users, respectively, of which the explicit definition will be
given at the end of this subsection.

Given that regular hexagons can completely cover the entire
plane without crossing, we use hexagonal grids to group cells
into clusters on the Euclidean plane.2 Cells with centers falling
in the same hexagon form a cluster. Let C (O, ρ) represent
a hexagon with the center O and radius ρ, where ρ is the
distance from O to the cluster boundary for determining the
density of the hexagonal grid. We define the cluster size
l as the average number of cells within the same cluster.
The area of a hexagonal cluster with radius ρ is 2

√
3ρ2,

thus l = 2
√

3ρ2λs. It is noteworthy that as the cluster size
approaches 1, the network almost degenerates to D-TDD.
While as the cluster size approaches infinite, all the cells
configure in the same transmission direction and the network
behaves in a way of S-TDD.

The early works of FFR are mainly based on the completely
regularised geometric model of hexagonal cells [24], [25]. The

2Cell clustering in this paper is similar to the typical hierarchical clustering
or K-mean clustering [34] since they are all distance-based methods. The
main difference lies in that our clustering has a shape of regular hexagons,
thus leading to tractable analysis and low implementation complexity [35].
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regular cell region makes it convenient to separate edge users
and interior users by distance. However, in the context of
stochastic geometry, it is very tricky to design the FFR scheme
directly following the aforementioned methodology, because
the random cell shapes make it difficult to find a criterion to
define the spatial cell partitioning [30]. In this case, a better
way to classify edge users and interior users is based on their
received SIR [23], [36], [37]. Specifically, each SAP randomly
selects one available interior sub-band to its associated user. If
the receiving SIR on this sub-band is larger than a predefined
threshold θ, the user is defined as an interior user and utilizes
this sub-band for transmission. Otherwise, it is defined as an
edge user and is randomly reassigned an idle edge sub-band.

C. Scheduling

Let F denote the total number of the sub-bands in the
network. The number of edge sub-bands allocated to each
cell is Fe, and the frequency reuse factor among cells is Δ.
Accordingly, the number of interior sub-bands for each cell
is Fin = F − ΔFe. That is, there are Fe edge sub-bands and
Fin interior sub-bands for each cell. For fairness, we adopt the
random scheduling policy. It is worth noting that the analysis
here can also be extended to consider other scheduling policies
such as first input first output (FIFO) and round-robin [21].
Taking round-robin scheduling as an example, it will change
the analysis of this work by taking into account users’
sequential service order. In each time slot, we assume that
each SAP randomly selects no more than Fe edge users
and Fin interior users from its associated users, respectively,
and randomly allocates corresponding sub-band to them for
transmission [23]. Some sub-bands could be idle if there are
no sufficient schedulable edge (interior) users within cell. Note
that similar to [21], [38], the scheduling policy is applied
to all users without taking into account their queue statuses
for tractability. As such, some non-active users may occupy
resources and the conclusions of the work are actually an lower
bound of the practical throughput.

D. Traffic Model

We use a discrete time queueing system to model the
temporal dynamics such as arrival and departure processes
of the packets. Specifically, the time axis is segmented into
equal-duration intervals, named time slots. All these queueing
activities take place around the time slot boundaries. Arrivals
of DL and UL data packets are modeled as independent
Bernoulli processes. In a time slot, the probability of packet
arrival is denoted by ξTX ∈ [0, 1], where TX ∈ {D, U} with
D and U representing DL and UL, respectively. Each user has
an infinite buffer to store UL packets, and each SAP has an
infinite buffer for each user to store DL packets. Each packet
is of the same size and occupies one time slot to transmit on
one sub-band. We denote pD and pU (pU = 1 − pD) as the
probability of a cluster configured in DL and UL in one given
time slot, respectively. To minimize the difference between
the average DL and UL traffic demand densities within each
cell, we let pD = arg min

τ∈[0,1]

∣∣∣kξD
τ − kξU

1−τ

∣∣∣ [39]. Solving this

equation, we have pD = ξD/(ξD + ξU).

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we develop an analytical framework to study
the DL/UL STP and MPT under FFR-based clustered D-TDD
networks.

A. Interference and Signal-to-Interference Ratio

We first analyze the interference and SIR of users, which
are main factors of STP and MPT. According to Slivyark’s
theorem [40], we can focus on the SAP or user situated at
the origin, which is generally referred to as the typical SAP
or user. We denote xs as the location of SAP associated by
the typical user xN, and zN as the location of user associating
with the typical SAP located at zs, where N ∈ {e, in} identifies
the user type, with e (in) representing an edge (interior) user.
For convenience of notation, we use the variable describing
one node’s location to represent the node itself. The DL SIR
received at the typical user and the UL SIR received at the
typical SAP can be written as follows, respectively,

γD,N = Psgxs,xN‖xs‖−α
/ID,N (1a)

γU,N = PugzN,zN‖zN‖−α
/IU,N (1b)

where gxs,xN (gzN,zN) represents the small-scale fading on
the sub-band allocated to xN (zN) from node xs (zN) to the
origin, ID,N and IU,N denote the interference received by the
typical user and SAP, respectively. For a hexagonal cluster,
the locations of SAPs Φs can be divided into two indepen-
dent parts Φi

s and Φc
s , representing the locations of SAPs

in intra-cluster region and inter-cluster region, respectively.
Similarly, the locations of users Φu = Φi

u ∪ Φc
u. As such,

the interference in (1) can be divided into two independent
components, i.e., intra-cluster interference and inter-cluster
interference given as follows:

ID,N = I i
D,N+Ic

D,N (2a)

IU,N = I i
U,N+Ic

U,N (2b)

where I i
D,N and Ic

D,N (I i
U,N and Ic

U,N) represent the inter-
ference received by the typical user (the typical SAP) and
generated by other nodes within intra-cluster and inter-cluster
zones, respectively.

Because every cluster has a different number of SAPs as
well as transmission direction, it is difficult to characterize
the inter-cluster interference directly. To facilitate the analysis,
we use a series of disjoint hexagonal rings {An}∞n=1 to
approximate the inter-cluster interference zone [35], which are
depicted in Fig. 2 and formally given as follows:

An = C
(
O,

√
n + 1ρ

)
\C
(
O,

√
nρ
)

(3)

where An represents the n-th hexagonal ring with n ∈
{1, 2, 3, . . .}. It shall be noted that the area of each hexagonal
ring is set to be the same as that of C (O, ρ), where C (O, ρ)
is the cluster that covers the typical user or SAP. As a result,
the average number of transmitters in each hexagonal ring
is equivalent to that in a cluster. We denote the locations
of SAPs in the n-th hexagonal ring as Φcn

s . Then, we have
Φc

s =
⋃∞

n=1 Φcn
s .
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Fig. 2. Analysis model of inter-cluster zone, which can be simplified to a
series of disjoint hexagonal rings.

We define the k-th tier cell as the one in which the SAP
has k users associated with it, where k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , K}.3

Then, Φi
s and Φcn

s can be further split into K tiers, i.e., Φi
s =⋃K

k=1 Φi
sk and Φcn

s =
⋃K

k=1 Φcn

sk . The locations of users can
be analyzed similarly. In summary,

Φs = Φi
s ∪ Φc

s =

(
K⋃

k=0

Φi
sk

)⋃ ( ∞⋃
n=1

K⋃
k=0

Φcn

sk

)
(4a)

Φu = Φi
u ∪ Φc

u =

(
K⋃

k=1

Φi
uk

)⋃ ( ∞⋃
n=1

K⋃
k=1

Φcn

uk

)
. (4b)

Based on the aforementioned analysis, I i
TX,N and Ic

TX,N

in (2) can be expressed as

I i
D,N =

K∑
k=0

∑
x∈Φi

sk
\{xs}

Psσx,xN,kgx,xN

‖x‖α (5a)

I i
U,N =

K∑
k=0

∑
z∈Φi

uk\{zN}

Puσz,zN,kgz,zN

‖z‖α (5b)

Ic
D,N =

∞∑
n=1

⎡
⎣δD,cn

K∑
k=0

∑
y∈Φcn

sk

Psσy,xN,kgy,xN

‖y‖α

+ (1 − δD,cn)
K∑

k=1

∑
v∈Φcn

uk

Puσv,xN,kgv,xN

‖v‖α

⎤
⎦ (5c)

Ic
U,N =

∞∑
n=1

⎡
⎣δD,cn

K∑
k=0

∑
m∈Φcn

sk

Psσm,zN,kgm,zN

‖m‖α

+ (1 − δD,cn)
K∑

k=1

∑
n∈Φcn

uk

Puσn,zN,kgn,zN

‖n‖α

⎤
⎦ (5d)

where σw,xN,k (σw,zN,k) with w ∈ {x, z, y, v, m, n} is the
indicator variable showing whether node w in the k-th tier
cell is transmitting packets on the sub-band allocated to xN

(zN) (in this case, it takes value 1) or not (in this case,
it takes value 0), gw,xN (gw,zN) is the small-scale fading

3Given the maximum number of users served by each SAP as K , cells with
more than K users have the serving users truncated to K .

Fig. 3. Analysis model of buffer state.

on the sub-band allocated to xN (zN) from node w to the
origin, and δD,cn is the indicating variable describing whether
the n-th hexagonal cluster configures in the DL transmission
(δD,cn = 1) or UL transmission (δD,cn = 0).

B. Analysis of Buffer State and Non-Empty Buffer Probability

As shown in Fig. 3, we use an one-dimensional Markov
chain to represent the transition of DL or UL buffer state
for a user in the k-th tier cell with a user-SAP distance r
(represented by user x0). The buffer state is described by
the number of packets j (∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}) in the buffer at the
beginning of a time slot. Given k and r, we define πTX

k,r (j) with
TX ∈ {D, U} as the probability that the DL or UL buffer has
j packets in the steady state. According to [10], these terms
can be derived as follows:

πTX
k,r (0) = 1 − ξTX

μ̄TX
k,r

(6a)

πTX
k,r (j) =

ξj
TX

(
1 − μ̄TX

k,r

)j−1

(1 − ξTX)j
(
μ̄TX

k,r

)j πTX
k,r (0), j = 1, 2, 3, . . .

(6b)

where μ̄TX
k,r = pTX[qTX,in(r)QTX,in(k)μTX,in(r) +

qTX,e(r)QTX,e(k)μTX,e(r)] is the departure probability that
one packet is removed from the DL or UL buffer, qTX,in(r) =
P (γTX,in ≥ θ) (resp. qTX,e(r) = 1 − P (γTX,in ≥ θ))
represents the probability that user x0 is an interior
(resp. edge) user in DL or UL transmission in one time
slot, QTX,N(k) ≈ min

(
FN

1+(k−1)qTX,N
, 1
)

and μTX,N(r)
with N ∈ {in, e} are the probability that user x0 is
scheduled and the probability that the user is successfully
transmitted, as an interior or edge user, respectively, and
qTX,N =

∫∞
0

qTX,N(r)fr(r)dr is the probability of a generic
user being an interior or edge user in the DL or UL
transmission. It shall be noted that to make the queue stable,
we need ξTX < μ̄TX

k,r .
Then, for the user in the k-th tier cell with user-SAP

diatance r, the non-empty probability of its DL/UL queue can
be derived as Ξ

TX

k,r = 1 − πTX
k,r (0). Also as derived in [10],

the non-empty probability of a generic user in the k-th tier
cell can be written as

Ξ
TX

k =
ξTX

μ̄TX
k

(7)

where μ̄TX
k ≈ pTX [qTX,inQTX,in(k)μTX,in + qTX,eQTX,e(k)·

μTX,e], with μTX,N being the spatially averaged DL or UL
STP of a generic interior or edge user.
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Remark 1: In this subsection we obtain two non-empty
buffer probabilities, Ξ

TX

k,r and Ξ
TX

k . The main difference
between the two probabilities lies in that, the former is for a
typical user or SAP whose location information is obtained
a priori, while the latter is used for the analysis of an
interfering node without knowing its location information.

C. Successful Transmission Probability

If the received SIR of a packet exceeds a predefined
threshold T , the packet is successfully transmitted and can
be removed from the buffer. Otherwise, the transmission fails
and the packet will be retransmitted in the next available time
slot. Therefore, the DL (resp. UL) STP of an interior user and
an edge user with distance r to its associated SAP can be
defined as follows:

μTX,in(r) Δ= P(γTX,in > T |γTX,in ≥ θ ) (8a)

μTX,e(r)
Δ= P(γTX,e > T |γTX,in < θ ). (8b)

According to [17], the probability mass function (PMF)
of the number of users associated with per SAP is given as
follows:

f(k)=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

3.53.5Γ(k+3.5)
(

λu
λs

)k

k!Γ(3.5)
(

λu
λs

+3.5
)k+3.5

, k=0, 1, . . . , K−1

∞∑
k=K

3.53.5Γ(k+3.5)
(

λu
λs

)k

k!Γ(3.5)
(

λu
λs

+3.5
)k+3.5

, k = K

(9)

where Γ(·) is the Gamma function. Armed with the above
preparation, we can derive the following result for the DL and
UL STP and MPT.

Theorem 1: For small cell networks operating under
FFR-based clustered D-TDD, the DL and UL STP of an

interior or edge user with distance r to its associated SAP
can be respectively approximated as follows:

μD,e(r) ≈ η1 (λs,e, λs,e, λu,e, T, T, r)
1 − η1 (λs,in, λs,inλu,in, θ, θ, r)

(10a)

− η2 (T, θ, χD,e,k, χD,in,r)
1 − η1 (λs,in, λs,inλu,in, θ, θ, r)

μD,in(r) ≈ η1 (λs,in, λs,in, λu,in, max(T, θ), max(T, θ), r)
η1 (λs,in, λs,in, λu,in, θ, θ, r)

(10b)

μU,e(r) ≈
η1

(
λu,e, λs,e, λu,e, T, T2Ps

Pu
, r
)

1 − η1

(
λu,in, λs,in, λu,in, θ, θPs

Pu
, r
) (10c)

−
η2

(
TPs
Pu

, θPs
Pu

, χU,e,k, χU,in, r
)

1 − η1

(
λu,in, λs,in, λu,in, θ,

θPs
Pu

, r
)

μU,in(r) ≈
η1

(
λu,in, λs,in, λu,in, max(T, θ), max(T,θ)Ps

Pu
, r
)

η1

(
λu,in, λs,in, λu,in, θ, θPs

Pu
, r
)

(10d)

and the spatially averaged DL/UL STP of an interior or edge
user can be respectively approximated by (11a) – (11d), shown
at the bottom of the page, where η1(·) and η2(·), shown at the
bottom of the next page, with ζ1(·), λs,N, λu,N, χTX,N,k, and
qTX,in given as follows:

ζ1 (T, θ, χ1, χ2, r, z)

= 1 −
(

χ1

1 + Trαz−α
+ 1 − χ1

)

×
(

χ2

1 + θrαz−α
+ 1 − χ2

)
,

λs,N = −2πλs

∑K

k=1
f(k)χD,N,k,

λu,N = −2πλs

∑K

k=1
f(k)χU,N,k,

μD,e ≈

ρ∫
0

[η1 (λs,e, λs,e, λu,e, T, T, r) − η2 (T, θ, χD,e,k, χD,in,r)] fr(r)dr

1 −
ρ∫
0

η1 (λs,in, λs,inλu,in, θ, θ, r)fr(r)dr

(11a)

μD,in ≈

ρ∫
0

η1 (λs,in, λs,in, λu,in, max(T, θ), max(T, θ), r)fr(r)dr

ρ∫
0

η1 (λs,in, λs,in, λu,in, θ, θ, r)fr(r)dr

(11b)

μU,e ≈

ρ∫
0

[
η1

(
λu,e, λs,e, λu,e, T, T2Ps

Pu
, r
)
− η2

(
TPs
Pu

, θPs
Pu

, χU,e,k, χU,in, r
)]

fr(r)dr

1 −
ρ∫
0

η1

(
λu,in, λs,in, λu,in, θ,

θPs
Pu

, r
)
fr(r)dr

(11c)

μU,in ≈

ρ∫
0

η1

(
λu,in, λs,in, λu,in, max(T, θ), max(T,θ)Ps

Pu
, r
)
fr(r)dr

ρ∫
0

η1

(
λu,in, λs,in, λu,in, θ,

θPs
Pu

, r
)
fr(r)dr

(11d)
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χTX,in,k = min
(

kqTX,in

Fin
, 1
)

Ξ
TX

k ,

χTX,e,k =
1
Δ

min
(

kqTX,e

Fe
, 1
)

Ξ
TX

k ,

qU,in ≈
∫ ∞

0

η1

(
λs,in, λs,in, λu,in, θ,

θPs

Pu
, r

)
fr(r)dr,

qD,in ≈
∫ ∞

0

η1 (λs,in, λs,in, λu,in, θ, θ, r) fr(r)dr.

Proof: Please see Appendix A. �

D. Mean Packet Throughput Analysis

STP derived from Section IV-C can be used to evaluate
MPT. From the perspective of queue theory, we define MPT
as the reciprocal of the total time that a packet spends in the
queue.

Theorem 2: For small cell networks operating under
FFR-based clustered D-TDD, the DL or UL MPT of a user
with distance r to its assocaited SAP can be given as

TTX(r) ≈
K∑

k=1

f (k)
1 − f (0)

{
μ̄TX

k,r − ξTX

1 − ξTX

}
+

(12)

and the spatially averaged DL or UL MPT of users can be
given as

TTX ≈
K∑

k=1

f (k)
1 − f (0)

{
μ̄TX

k − ξTX

1 − ξTX

}
+

(13)

where {a}+ = max {a, 0}.
Proof: Please see Appendix B. �

Remark 2: In the context of stochastic geometry, we are
interested in spatial average of performance, i.e., average over
a large number of nodes at different locations [37]. As such,
the spatially averaged MPT TTX is the main metric in this
work. Besides, conditioning on user-SAP distance r, we can
obtain the MPT for users at specific locations, namely TTX(r),

which allows us to consider each user’s requirements when
designing the networks.

Remark 3: To evaluate the performance of the network
under saturated traffic, we can set the two non-empty buffer
probabilities in Section IV-B, Ξ

TX

k,r and Ξ
TX

k , as constant 1,
since each node always has a packet to transmit. Then,
by substituting the probability into Theorem 1, one can obtain
the STP and further the throughput results of the network
under saturated traffic.

V. MODEL EXTENSION AND MEAN PACKET

THROUGHPUT OPTIMIZATION

The proposed FFR-based clustered D-TDD can be regarded
as a general model of many existing D-TDD schemes, includ-
ing FFR-based D-TDD (i.e., D-TDD networks operated in con-
junction with FFR), clustered D-TDD (i.e., D-TDD networks
operated in conjunction with cell clustering), and traditional
D-TDD. To better understand the performance relationship
among these schemes, in this section we first extend the
analytical framework proposed in Section IV to the aforemen-
tioned scenarios. Then, to improve the network performance
of FFR-based clustered D-TDD networks, we propose an
optimization problem for maximizing the spatially averaged
MPT while enduring throughput of each user.

A. MPT Under FFR-Based D-TDD, Clustered D-TDD, and
Traditional D-TDD Networks

If each cell is treated as a cluster, FFR-based clus-
tered D-TDD networks turn to FFR-based D-TDD networks.
Then, the intra-cluster interference degenerates into zero,
i.e., Φi

sk\{xs} and Φi
uk\{zN} in (5a) and (5b) turn to

empty sets. The inter-cluster interference zone becomes the
whole plane except for the cell of the typical user or SAP,
i.e.,

∑∞
n=1 Φcn

sk and
∑∞

n=1 Φcn

uk in (5c) turn to Φsk\{xs}
and Φuk in DL transmission, respectively, and

∑∞
n=1 Φcn

sk

and
∑∞

n=1 Φcn

uk in (5d) turn to Φsk and Φuk\{zN} in UL

η1 (λ1, λ2, λ3, T1, T2, r) = exp

⎛
⎝ ρ∫

r

λ1zdz

1 + T1
−1r−αzα

⎞
⎠ ·

∞∏
n=1

⎡
⎢⎣pDexp

⎛
⎜⎝

√
n+1ρ∫

√
nρ

λ2zdz

1 + T2
−1r−αzα

⎞
⎟⎠

+ pUexp

⎛
⎜⎝

√
n+1ρ∫

√
nρ

λ3zdz

1 + (T2Pu
Ps

)−1r−αzα

⎞
⎟⎠
⎤
⎥⎦

η2 (T3, θ3, χ1, χ2, r) =
K∏

k=1

exp

⎡
⎣−2πλsf(k)

ρ∫
r

ζ1 (T, θ, χ1, χ2, r, z) zdz

⎤
⎦

×
∞∏

n=1

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩pD

K∏
k=1

exp

⎡
⎢⎣−2πλsf(k)

√
n+1ρ∫

√
nρ

ζ1 (T3, θ3, χD,e,k, χD,in,k,r, z)zdz

⎤
⎥⎦

+ pU

K∏
k=1

exp

⎡
⎢⎣−2πλsf(k)

√
n+1ρ∫

√
nρ

ζ1

(
T3Pu

Ps
,
θ3Pu

Ps
, χU,e,k, χU,in,k,r, z

)
zdz

⎤
⎥⎦
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭
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transmission, respectively. Φsk and Φuk are distributions of the
locations of SAPs and users in the k-th tier cells. Therefore,
I i
TX,N in (5a) and (5b) become zero and Ic

TX,N in (5c) and (5d)
turn to

ID,N =
K∑

k=0

∑
y∈Φsk\{xs}

Psσy,xN,kgy,xN

‖y‖α

+
K∑

k=0

∑
v∈Φuk

Puσv,xN,kgv,xN

‖v‖α (14a)

IU,N =
K∑

k=1

∑
m∈Φsk

Psσm,zN,kgm,zN

‖m‖α

+
K∑

k=1

∑
n∈Φuk\{zN}

Puσn,zN,kgn,zN

‖n‖α (14b)

Corollary 1: For small cell networks operating under
FFR-based D-TDD, the spatially averaged DL and UL STP
of the interior and edge users can be respectively represented
as

μFFR
D,e ≈

∞∫
0

[η3 (λs,e, λu,e, T, r) − η4 (T, θ, r)]fr(r)dr

1 −
∞∫
0

η3 (λs,in, λu,in, θ, r)fr(r)dr

(15a)

μFFR
D,in ≈

∞∫
0

η3 (λs,in, λu,in, max(T, θ), r)fr(r)dr

∞∫
0

η3 (λs,in, λu,in, θ, r)fr(r)dr

(15b)

μFFR
U,e ≈

∞∫
0

[
η3

(
λs,e, λu,e,

TPs
Pu

, r
)
−η4

(
TPs
Pu

, θPs
Pu

, r
)]

fr(r)dr

1 −
∞∫
0

η3

(
λs,in, λu,in,

θPs
Pu

, r
)
fr(r)dr

(15c)

μFFR
U,in ≈

∞∫
0

η3

(
λs,in, λu,in,

max(T,θ)Ps
Pu

, r
)
fr(r)dr

∞∫
0

η3

(
λs,in, λu,in,

θPs
Pu

, r
)
fr(r)dr

(15d)

where η3(·), η4(·), ζ2(·), qFFR
D,in , and qFFR

U,in , shown at the bottom
of the page.

Proof: The corollary can be proved in three steps. Firstly,
as the intra-cluster interference is ignored, we can set both
LIi

D,e

(
T
Ps

rα
)

in (22) and LIi
D,e,Ii

D,in

(
T
Ps

rα, θ
Ps

rα
)

in (25)
equal to 1. Second, the inter-cluster interference region needs
to be extended to be the whole plane except for the cell of the
typical user, i.e., setting the integral interval of (23) and (26)
to (r, ∞). Third, we replace qTX,N in Theorem 1 with qFFR

TX,N.
Then, we can derive the desired STP results of FFR-based
D-TDD networks. �

For the spatially averaged DL or UL MPT under FFR-based
D-TDD, we can derive them by respectively substituting
μFFR

TX,N and qFFR
TX,N in (15a) into μTX,N and qTX,N in (13).

Corollary 2: For small cell networks operating under
clustered D-TDD, the spatially averaged DL and UL STP of
users can be respectively represented as follows

μClu
D ≈

∫ ρ

0

η1 (λ′
s, λ

′
s, λ

′
u, T, T, r)fr(r)dr (16a)

μClu
U ≈

∫ ρ

0

η1

(
λ′

u, λ′
s, λ

′
u, T,

TPs

Pu
, r

)
fr(r)dr (16b)

where λ′
s = −2πλs

∑K
k=1 f(k) kξD

pDFμClu
D

and λ′
u =

−2πλs

∑K
k=1 f(k) kξU

pUFμClu
U

.
Proof: If there is no user classification and no frequency

reuse, FFR-based clustered D-TDD networks turn to clus-
tered D-TDD networks. As such, packet departure proba-
bility μ̄TX

k in the Markov Chain in Section IV-B becomes
pTX min (F

k , 1)μClu
TX . This is because that the probability of

one user being scheduled is min (F
k , 1) given k users and F

sub-bands in the cell. Under the clustered D-TDD networks,
STP of a generic user is defined as the probability that its
DL or UL SIR is larger than the threshold T , which has the
same form as the definition of qTX,in in Theorem 1. Therefore,
we can obtain the desired STP results. �

Similarly, the spatially averaged DL or UL MPT under
clustered D-TDD can be expressed as

T Clu
TX ≈

K∑
k=1

f (k)
1 − f (0)

{
pTX min (F

k , 1)μClu
TX − ξTX

1 − ξTX

}
+

. (17)

Corollary 3: Under traditional D-TDD networks, the spa-
tially averaged DL and UL STP of users can be respectively

η3 (λs,e, λu,e, T, r) = exp

⎡
⎢⎣pDr2

∫ ∞

T− 2
α

λs,eT
2
α

2 · (1 + vα/2)
dv+pUr2

∫ ∞

(T Pu
Ps )−

2
α

λu,e

(
TPu
Ps

) 2
α

2 · (1 + vα/2)
dv

⎤
⎥⎦

η4 (T, θ, r) =
K∏

k=1

exp
[
−2πλsf(k)r2

(
pDζ2(T, θ, χD,in,k, χD,e,k) + pUζ2(

TPu

Ps
,
θPu

Ps
, χU,in,k, χU,e,k)

)]

ζ2(T, θ, χD,in,k, χD,e,k)=

∞∫
1

[
1 −
(

χD,in,k

1 + θv−α
+ 1 − χD,in,k

)(
χD,e,k

1 + Tv−α
+ 1 − χD,e,k

)]
vdv

qFFR
D,in ≈

∫ ∞

0

η3 (λs,in, λu,in, θ, r)fr(r)dr, qFFR
U,in ≈

∫ ∞

0

η3

(
λs,in, λu,in,

θPs

Pu
, r

)
fr(r)dr
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expressed as follows

μTDD
D ≈

∫∞
0

η3 (λ′
s, λ

′
u, T, r) fr(r)dr (18a)

μTDD
U ≈

∫∞
0

η3

(
λ′

s, λ
′
u, TPs

Pu
, r
)

fr(r)dr. (18b)

Proof: Combining the proof of Corollaries 1 and 2 yields
the results of Corollary 3. �

We can find T TDD
TX , the spatially averaged DL or UL

MPT of users under traditional D-TDD, by substituting μTDD
TX

in (18) into μClu
TX in (17).

B. Analysis and Optimization of Network Parameters

In the FFR-based clustered D-TDD networks, cluster size l,
SIR threshold θ, and the number of sub-bands allocated to
interior users Fin are three key network factors. l affects
the formation of clusters and the number of cells aligning
the transmission directions. θ determines whether one user is
recognized as an interior user or an edge one. Fin is used
to adjust sub-band allocation between the two types of users.
To evaluate the impact of the above parameters on system
performance, we design the following optimization problem,
aiming at maximizing the spatially averaged DL or UL MPT
while enduring the throughput of users at different locations

max
θ,l,Fin

TTX (19a)

s.t. TTX(r) ≥ �TX, r ∈ [0, R] (19b)

where �TX denotes the required minimum MPT, and R is
referred to as the cell radius. As characterizing the FFR-based
clustered D-TDD networks under the spatio-temporal traffic
leads to complex analytical expressions, we have to use
exhaustive search to arrive at the optimal solution to (19).
Fortunately, we can speed up the search by utilizing the char-
acteristics of the networks as follows. Given a finite number
of total sub-bands, the number of possible combinations of
spectrum allocation (in terms of parameter Fin’s setting) is
finite. Further, it is obvious that increasing Fin has opposite
effects on interior users and edge users. Moreover, to speed
up the search of θ, we suggest searching with appropriate
granularity.

VI. VALIDATION AND NUMERICAL EVALUATION

In this section, we first verify the accuracy of our analysis
through simulation. Particularly, we average over 3000 realiza-
tions to obtain the DL and UL MPT. For each realization we
consider an area of 1000×1000 m2 and 104 consecutive time
slots. Then we investigate the impact of main network para-
meters on the DL and UL MPT. Finally, to study the effect of
jointly applying FFR and cell clustering, we compare the MPT
of the FFR-based clustered D-TDD networks to that of the
FFR-based D-TDD, clustered D-TDD, and traditional D-TDD
networks. Unless otherwise stated, we adopt the following
parameters [17], [23]:4 λs = 10−3/m2, λu = 3 × 10−2/m2,

4Although a larger frequency reuse factor means edge regions of adjacent
cells interfere less with each other, it might also reduce spectral efficiency
and thus hurt the spatially averaged MPT. Numerical results show that the
spatially averaged MPT can decrease as the reuse factor goes up. So, we set
Δ = 2 in the numerical study of the work.

Fig. 4. Spatially averaged DL and UL MPT vs. SIR threshold T .

Fig. 5. Spatially averaged DL and UL MPT vs. the ratio of DL and UL
packet arrival probability.

Ps = 30 dBm, Pu = 17 dBm, ξD = 0.08, ξU = 0.04,
K = 20, α = 3.8, T = 2 dB, θ = 0 dB, Δ = 2, l = 7,
F = 10, and Fin = 8.

A. Validation

Fig. 4 shows the spatially averaged MPT as a function
of SIR threshold T . The matched numerical and simulation
results verify the results of Theorem 2. It is observed that
MPT declines monotonously with an increase of T . This is
because given channel quality, a transmission tends to fail if
the SIR threshold of successful transmission is large, leading to
packets piling up in the queue. Further, MPT declines slightly
when SIR threshold T is smaller than θ. In this case interior
users whose SIR larger than θ must be able to transmit packets
successfully.

B. Effect of Different Network Parameters

Fig. 5 depicts the relationship between the spatially aver-
aged MPT of users and the ratio of DL and UL packet arrival
probability ξD/ξU at ξU = 0.04. As the ratio goes up, several
conclusions are obtained as follows. On the one hand, the DL
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Fig. 6. Spatially averaged DL and UL MPT vs. the density of SAPs.

MPT rises first and then decreases. When ξD/ξU increases at
the beginning, each cluster has more opportunities to config-
ure in the DL transmission as we have pD = ξD/(ξD + ξU).
The DL packets are more easily scheduled, thus improving
the DL MPT. However, when the ratio exceeds a certain
value, this advantage is not enough to counter the rapidly
increasing number of packets. Therefore, packets in the queue
start to pile up and cause MPT to decrease. On the other hand,
UL MPT keeps reducing as the ratio ξD/ξU increases. This
is because the proportion of UL transmission reduces in this
case, which affects the scheduling and transmission of UL
packets seriously.

Fig. 6 plots the spatially averaged MPT as a function of
SAP density λs under different DL packet arrival probabilities.
We find that the MPT can be improved rapidly by properly
increasing SAP density. However, the growth rate gradually
decreases and the MPT tends to be stable, which enlightens
us that unlimited increase of SAP density is not optimal.
Deploying an appropriate number of SAPs based on user
density can not only meet the network throughput, but also
save resources such as energy. When the network load is low,
setting some sleeping SAPs may also be a useful strategy. In
addition, comparing curves under different DL packet arrival
probabilities, we can find that increasing SAP density could
provide more gains for networks with heavier traffic.

Fig. 7 illustrates the trade-off between spatially averaged
MPT and each user’s MPT caused by sub-band allocation.
Fig. 7(a) shows the MPT of users with different distances to
their associated SAPs. It is observed that all curves decline
as the user-SAP distance increases, indicating that the users at
the cell edge may suffer from higher interference or experience
larger signal fading. Given Fin = 8, the FFR-based clustered
D-TDD scheme can significantly improve the UL performance
of users far away from their tagged SAPs compared to
FFR-based D-TDD. Meanwhile, the proposed scheme outper-
forms clustered D-TDD and traditional D-TDD for most users.
To further improve the performance of users with large dis-
tance r, we can decrease Fin moderately, i.e., allocating more
spectral resources to edge users, which, however, leads to the
decrease of the spatially averaged MPT as shown in Fig. 7(b).

Fig. 7. Effect of sub-band allocation on each user’s MPT and spatially
averaged MPT.

On the one hand, edge sub-bands are reused among cells
with factor Δ, while interior sub-bands are available to all
the cells. As such, allocating more sub-bands to interior
users contributes to higher spectral efficiency due to the full
utilization of the spectrum. On the other hand, transmissions
of interior users are more likely to be successful as they
usually have a good communication environment. Therefore,
there is a trade-off between the average MPT and the edge
users’ MPT. As such, a greedy sub-band allocation scheme
tends to be adopted, i.e., once the required minimum MPT
of edge users is satisfied, more resources will be allocated
to interior users which can offer more gains to the overall
network performance.

C. Optimization and Scheme Comparison

In this sub-section we address optimization problem (19)
by exhaustive search with parameters selected according to
[17], [23] as follows: θ ∈ {−2,−1, . . . , 4} dB, l ∈
{1, 2, . . . , 10}, and Fin ∈ {2, 4, . . . , 10}. Further, we have
�TX = β ∗ T Clu

TX as a baseline, where β depends on
throughput requirements of users and is set to be 0.3 in this
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Fig. 8. Spatially averaged DL and UL MPT under different D-TDD schemes.

paper. Numerical results show that the spatially averaged MPT
increases with Fin given any θ and l, which is consistent
with Fig. 7(b). Thus, (19) can be solved hierarchically. That
is, Fin can be determined firstly according to each user’s
throughput requirement by leveraging the aforesaid greedy
sub-band allocation scheme, and then the optimal θ and l
are obtained. Numerical results show that constraint (19b) can
never be satisfied when Fin = 10, so we solve (19) under
Fin = 8.

The histogram in Fig. 8 depicts the spatially averaged MPT
under the proposed FFR-based clustered D-TDD with different
SIR threshold θ’s and cluster size l’s. Meanwhile, the MPTs
under FFR-based D-TDD, clustered D-TDD, and traditional
D-TDD networks are given as three benchmarks. Especially,
for the clustered D-TDD we set l = 3 under which the
system achieves the optimal DL MPT [17]. We first focus
on the proposed interference coordination technology. For DL
transmission, the optimal parameter is (l∗, θ∗) = (6, 2 dB).
Given θ, DL MPT increases first and then decreases with the
increase of cluster size l. When l is small, the interference in
DL transmission is mainly from users in the neighbor clusters.
As l becomes larger, inter-cluster interference decreases and

DL MPT goes up accordingly. After reaching the peak point
of DL MPT at l = 6, the main interference source switches
to other SAPs within the same cluster. And this type of
interference increases along with the cluster size l, which leads
to the decline of DL MPT. Given cluster size l, DL MPT
increases first and then decreases with the increase of SIR
threshold θ. Notice that θ determines whether one user is
recognized as an interior user or an edge user and the maxi-
mum DL MPT is obtained when user classification is matched
with sub-band allocation. For UL transmission, the optimal
parameter is (l∗, θ∗) = (10, 2 dB). In fact, given SIR threshold
θ, the increase of l always has a positive effect on UL MPT
because the main interference for UL transmission, generated
by SAPs in inter-cluster zone, reduces as cluster size increases.
The cluster size can balance the transmission flexibility and
interference by adjusting the number of cells configured in the
same transmission direction. Given cluster size l, the influence
of θ on UL MPT is the same with DL transmission.

Then, by comparing the FFR-based clustered D-TDD with
the three benchmarks, we can understand how different inter-
ference coordination technologies can improve throughput. In
the space domain, cell clustering makes UL MPT increase
significantly at the cost of DL MPT being decreased lightly
compared with traditional D-TDD, which mainly benefits from
small cells’ coordination behavior within a cluster. If adjacent
cells within the same cluster configure in the UL transmission,
the typical SAP suffers from less intra-cluster interference
due to the low transmit power of users. On the contrary,
the intra-cluster interference is serious if adjacent cells of
the typical user configure in the DL transmission. In the
frequency domain, FFR performs well in both DL and UL
transmissions compared with clustered D-TDD and traditional
D-TDD due to two reasons. First, interference received by
edge users is greatly reduced through the frequency reuse
of edge sub-bands. Second, more sub-bands can be allocated
to interior users by parameter adjustment, which essentially
prevents the resource waste for serving users in a poor
communication environment. By integrating the space domain
with the frequency domain, the optimal UL MPT of FFR-based
clustered D-TDD achieves 0.086 packets/slot, which goes up
19.44% compared with the optimal performance of FFR-based
D-TDD 0.072 packets/slot. For DL transmission, the optimal
MPT of the proposed scheme is 0.273 packets/slot, which is
2.15% lower than the optimal value of 0.279 packets/slot of
the FFR-based D-TDD scheme.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a frequency-space domain
interference coordination scheme in D-TDD small cell net-
works, i.e., joint utilizing FFR and clustering. We have devel-
oped a general model to characterize the MPT of users by
taking key network features into account, including spatial
randomness of node deployment and temporal randomness
of traffic. Numerical results show that we can maximize the
spatially averaged MPT meanwhile satisfy the throughput
requirements of all users by properly setting key network
parameters. The analytical model can also be extended to other
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three special cases: FFR-based D-TDD, clustered D-TDD, and
traditional D-TDD networks. Cell clustering makes UL MPT
increase significantly at the cost of DL MPT being slightly
decreased, while FFR can improve edge users’ MPT. Applying
FFR to clustered D-TDD small cell networks can make
remarkable gains on the system performance. Extending the
analytical framework to study the network performance under
heterogeneous traffic is one of the future works. However,
it also faces complicated analysis challenges due to spatial
and temporal correlation of the statuses of queues at all nodes
of diverse traffic distributions.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

We analyze the DL STP of edge users. If receiving SIR on
the interior sub-band is less than θ, the user is referred to as an
edge user and transmits on the edge sub-band reassigned for
it, experiencing channel fading gxs,xe . Given ‖xs‖, which is
the distance from the typical edge user to its associated SAP,
we have

μD,e(r)
Δ= P(γD,e > T |γD,in < θ )

=
P

(
Psgxs,xe‖xs‖−α

ID,e
> T,
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ID,in
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)
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[
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[
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exp
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ID,in

)]
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[
exp(− θrα

Ps
ID,in)

]
(20)

where step (a) follows from the fact that gxs,xe and gxs,xin are
i.i.d., and both of which satisfy the exponential distribution
with unit mean. Notice that for convenience of notation,
we express ‖xs‖ as r in (20). We analyze the first term
in the numerator. According to Section IV-A, intra-cluster
interference and inter-cluster interference are independent.
Therefore, we have
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where LIi
D,e

(LIc
D,e

) in step (b) is the Laplace transform of I i
D,e

(Ic
D,e). By substituting (5a) into (21), we can further derive the

Laplace transform as
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where σx,xe,k is the indicator variable showing whether SAP
x in the k-th tier cell is generating interference to the typical
edge user xe. We have σx,xe,k = 1 if and only if SAP x
satisfies the following three conditions: 1) the sub-band of
ze is also available to SAP x, of which probability is 1/Δ
since the reuse factor of edge sub-bands among cells is Δ;
2) SAP x allocates the sub-band of ze to one of its edge
users for transmission, of which probability is min

(
kqD,e

Fe
, 1
)

given the average number of edge users in the k-th tier cell
approximated as kqD,e; and 3) the corresponding DL buffer

of the edge user is non-empty with probability Ξ
D

k . Therefore,

we have P(σx,xe,k = 1) ≈ 1
Δ min

(
kqD,e

Fe
, 1
)

Ξ
D

k . Step (c) is
derived from the probability generating functional (PGFL) of
PPP and b (0, r) is the disk centered at the origin with radius r.
Step (d) converts Cartesian coordinate into polar coordinate.
Similarly, the Laplace transform of inter-cluster interference
zone can be derived as
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Step (e) comes from the fact that each cluster configures in
the DL (resp. UL) transmission with probability pD (resp.
1 − pD). Step (f) is derived from the analysis of (3) and the
approximation is due to replacing inter-cluster zone with a
series of hexagonal rings. Substituting (22) and (23) in (21),
we can obtain the first term in the numerator of (20). Similar
to (21), the intra-cluster interference and inter-cluster inter-
ference are calculated separately for the second term in the
numerator of (20).
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Substituting (25) and (26) in (24), we can obtain the sec-
ond term in the numerator of (20). The calculation of the
denominator is similar to (21). De-conditioning on r, we have
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the result of spatially averaged STP in Theorem 1. Similar to
DL STP of edge users, the DL STP of inferior users can be
obtained by

μD,in = P(γD,in > T |γD,in ≥ θ )

=
P

(
Psgxs,xin‖xs‖−α

ID,in
> max (T, θ)

)
P(Psgxs,xin‖xs‖−α

ID,in
≥ θ)

. (27)

In a similar way, the UL STP of edge users and inferior
users can be obtained as well.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

The MPT can be evaluated as the reciprocal of the average
packet waiting time in the queue. According to Little’s law,
if packet arrival rate ξTX is less than departure probability
μ̄TX

k,r , the MPT of user in the k-th tier cell with distance r to
its associated SAP can be written as

TTX,k(r) =
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j=0 jπTX
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(28)

where (h) holds as we substitute (6) into the equation.
Otherwise, if ξTX > μ̄TX

k,r , the delay of packets will tend to
infinite and TTX,k(r) = 0. Considering all non-empty cells
and de-conditioning on the tier number k, we can obtain

TTX(r) = E [TTX,k(r) |k ≥ 1] =
K∑

k=1

TTX,k(r)f(k)
1 − f(0)

. (29)

Similarly, the spatially averaged MPT can be obtained by
taking the average on r while assuming that whether a packet
transmission is successful is independent of whether it is an
interior or edge user.
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